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5.155 exactly

DESCRIPTION LINKS GRAPH AUTOMATON

Origin Derived from atleast and atmost.

Constraint exactly(N, VARIABLES, VALUE)

Synonym count.

Arguments N : int

VARIABLES : collection(var−dvar)
VALUE : int

Restrictions N ≥ 0
N ≤ |VARIABLES|
required(VARIABLES, var)

Purpose Exactly N variables of the VARIABLES collection are assigned value VALUE.

Example (2, 〈4, 2, 4, 5〉 , 4)

The exactly constraint holds since exactly N = 2 variables of the VARIABLES =
〈4, 2, 4, 5〉 collection are assigned value VALUE = 4.

Typical N > 0
N < |VARIABLES|
|VARIABLES| > 1

Symmetries • Items of VARIABLES are permutable.

• An occurrence of a value of VARIABLES.var that is different from VALUE can be

replaced by any other value that is also different from VALUE.

Arg. properties
• Functional dependency: N determined by VARIABLES and VALUE.

• Aggregate: N(+), VARIABLES(union), VALUE(id).

Systems ourene in Choco, ount in Gecode, exatly in Gecode, ount in JaCoP,exatly in MiniZinc, ount in SICStus.

See also generalisation: among (constant replaced by variable and value replaced by list of

values).

implies: atleast (= N replaced by ≥ N), atmost (= N replaced by ≤ N).


Origin
The origin of the constraint: reference to a paper, to a person, to an other constraint or to a system.


Constraint
The constraint name and its arguments.


Synonym
A synonym for the name of the constraint.


Arguments
Arguments of the constraint and their corresponding types.


Restrictions
Additional conditions refining the type declarations of one or several arguments of the constraint.


Purpose
Definition in natural language of the meaning of the constraint.


Example
One or several examples of ground solutions of the constraint.


Typical
Typical conditions on the arguments of the constraint.


Symmetries
List of mappings (e.g., permutation of arguments, permutation of items, permutation of attributes, permutation of values, translation of attributes) that preserve the solutions of the constraint.


Arg. properties
Properties of some arguments of the constraint (e.g. Functional dependency: an argument is determined by some other arguments, Contractibility: can remove items from any position of a collection, Prefix-contractibility: can remove items from first position, Suffix-contractibility: can remove items from last position, Extensibility: can add items at any position of a collection, Prefix-extensibility: can add items before first position, Suffix-extensibility: can add items after last position).


Systems
References to the constraint in some concrete constraint programming systems.

http://www.emn.fr/z-info/choco-solver/tex/documentation/choco-doc.pdf
http://choco.emn.fr/
http://www.gecode.org/doc/3.7.0/reference/group__TaskModelIntCount.html
http://www.gecode.org/
http://www.gecode.org/doc/3.7.0/reference/group__TaskModelMiniModelIntAlias.html
http://www.gecode.org/
http://jacopapi.osolpro.com/JaCoP/constraints/Count.html
http://www.jacop.eu/
http://www.g12.cs.mu.oz.au/minizinc/downloads/doc-1.4/mzn-globals.html#exactly
http://www.g12.cs.mu.oz.au/minizinc/
http://www.sics.se/sicstus/docs/latest4/html/sicstus.html/Combinatorial-Constraints.html
http://www.sics.se/sicstus/

See also
Related constraints grouped by semantics links.
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Keywords characteristic of a constraint: automaton, automaton with counters.

constraint arguments: reverse of a constraint, pure functional dependency.

constraint network structure: alpha-acyclic constraint network(2).

constraint type: value constraint, counting constraint.

filtering: glue matrix, arc-consistency.

modelling: functional dependency.


Keywords
Related keywords grouped by meta-keywords.
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Arc input(s) VARIABLES

Arc generator SELF 7→collection(variables)

Arc arity 1

Arc constraint(s) variables.var = VALUE

Graph property(ies) NARC= N

Graph model Since each arc constraint involves only one vertex (VALUE is fixed), we employ the SELF

arc generator in order to produce a graph with a single loop on each vertex.

Parts (A) and (B) of Figure 5.332 respectively show the initial and final graph associated

with the Example slot. Since we use the NARC graph property, the loops of the final

graph are stressed in bold. The exactly constraint holds since exactly two variables are

assigned value 4.

VARIABLES

1234

NARC=2

1:4 3:4

(A) (B)

Figure 5.332: Initial and final graph of the exactly constraint


Graph model
Explicit description in terms of graph property of the meaning of the constraint.
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Automaton Figure 5.333 depicts the automaton associated with the exactly constraint. To each

variable VARi of the collection VARIABLES corresponds a 0-1 signature variable Si. The

following signature constraint links VARi and Si: VARi = VALUE ⇔ Si.

N = C

s{C ← 0}
VARi = VALUE,

{C ← C + 1}

VARi 6= VALUE

s

s
−→

C +
←−

C

Glue matrix where
−→

C and
←−

C resp. represent

the counter value C at the end of a prefix and

at the end of the corresponding reverse suffix

that partitions the sequence VARIABLES.

Figure 5.333: Automaton (with one counter) of the exactly constraint and its glue

matrix
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Figure 5.334: Hypergraph of the reformulation corresponding to the automaton (with

one counter) of the exactly constraint: since all states variables Q0, Q1, . . . , Qn are

fixed to the unique state s of the automaton, the transitions constraints share only the

counter variable C and the constraint network is Berge-acyclic


Automaton
Explicit description in terms of automaton of the meaning of the constraint.


